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McKee, Voorhees & Sease, PLC (MVS) Celebrates its 100th Anniversary in 2024

We are thrilled to announce the 100th Anniversary of McKee, Voorhees & Sease, PLC, a true milestone for our firm. The Firm started in July 1924 when Talbert Dick began his patent law practice at the Hippee Building (now known as the Surety Hotel) in downtown Des Moines. After his service as a World War I pilot, he chose to live and practice law in Des Moines. This patent law practice grew because of Dick’s ceaseless dedication to clients, and superior intellectual property counsel. Today, MVS continues this dedication to serving at the intersection of science and law as an internationally-recognized intellectual property law firm advising clients in 160 countries. Our clients are involved in a large range of technologies and industries, from simple to complex, and include individuals, family and small companies, venture-capital backed startups, Fortune 500 corporations, and major global research universities utilizing sophisticated technology transfer offices.

During our century of protecting inventors’ rights, our attorneys have filed and defended hundreds of patents that have improved lives across the globe. Our service to innovation has persisted through World Wars, the Great Depression, the tearing down of the Berlin Wall, 9/11 attacks, the pandemic, and 17 presidents. Groundbreaking innovations have been made during this century, such as the invention of television, computers, the internet, electronic circuits, penicillin, vaccines, gene editing, space travel, and so much more. As we celebrate 100 years of service, we continue to represent our clients and their groundbreaking discoveries.

MVS is proud to be a part of the worldwide intellectual property law community while remaining rooted in the city of Des Moines. We look forward to serving our clients for the next 100 years and beyond. Stay connected to MVS for updates throughout 2024 as we continue our 100th year celebration. Follow us on LinkedIn at: https://bit.ly/3S0vc3y
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Firm Announcement in 1924


	



Hippee Building (Currently the Surety Hotel)
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Central National Bank Building-Currently the Boatman's Bank Building (1962-1976)
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Principal Building (Current Office since 1990)


	



Bruce W. McKee (MVS Tenure: 1964-2023)


	



Michael G. Voorhees (MVS Tenure: 1970-2012)


	



Edmund J. Sease (MVS Tenure: 1973-2022)
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                      Latest Filewrapper®

                      Small business owner? Prepare for compliance with new “wise but unconstitutional” Corporate Transparency Act


                                                                    By Cassie J. Edgar

                                            
Attention Small Business Owners: The enactment of the Corporate Transparency Act (CTA) marks a significant shift in the regulatory landscape for businesses across the United States. This pivotal piece of legislation, primarily aimed at combating financial deception such as money laundering and tax evasion, requires a clear disclosure of beneficial ownership information to the Financial […]
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                      Latest Filewrapper®

                      Women in Law – MVS Leads the Way!


                                                                    By Jill N. Link, Pharm.D.

                                            
March 8th is International Women’s Day. This day is meant to both celebrate women’s achievements while raising awareness about challenges faced by women and taking action to drive gender parity. At McKee Voorhees and Sease (MVS) we are always eager to recognize the achievements of women – the inventors and creators we proudly represent, the […]
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                      European Parliament proposals, the good and the ban………..


                                                                    By Heidi Sease Nebel

                                            
The European parliament has been busy in the area of plants lately. I was excited to learn of the relaxation of the regulation of plants produced by “New Genetic Techniques” at the recent ASTA meeting in Monterey California. Today, I learned of a more disappointing development, the vote of a complete ban on patenting of […]
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                      Exciting News from the USDA Announced Today for US Plant Breeders


                                                                    By Heidi Sease Nebel

                                            
The United States’ implementation of UPOV’s Plant Breeders Rights is singularly unique in the world, in that it does not require field trials and testing results.  An applicant’s representations as to Distinctness, Uniformity and Stability, are accepted without confirmation in a US application for Plant Breeders Rights, or PVP.  When filing for analogous Plant Breeders […]
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    Receive the latest news and updates from us and our attorneys.
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